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Abstract
The multidrug resistance (MDR) system effectively expels antibiotics out of bacteria
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causing serious issues during bacterial infection. In addition to drug, indole, a com-
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pumping due to proton-motive process. However, due to extremely short time scale,

mon metabolic waste of bacteria, is expelled by MDR system of gram-negative bacteria for their survival. Experimental results suggest that AcrB, one of the key
components of MDR system, undergoes large scale conformation changes during the
it is difficult to observe (experimentally) those changes in the AcrB, which might facilitate the pumping process. Molecular simulations can shed light to understand the
conformational changes for transport of indole in AcrB. Examination of conformational changes using all-atom simulation is, however, impractical. Here, we develop a
hybrid coarse-grained force field to study the conformational changes of AcrB in
presence of indole in the porter domain of monomer II. Using the coarse-grained
force field, we investigated the conformational changes of AcrB for a number of
model systems considering the effect of protonation in aspartic acid (Asp) residues
Asp407 and Asp408 in the transmembrane domain of monomer II. Our results show
that in the presence of indole, protonation of Asp408 or Asp407 residue causes conformational changes from binding state to extrusion state in monomer II, while
remaining two monomers (I and III) approach access state in AcrB protein. We also
observed that all three AcrB monomers prefer to go back to access state in the
absence of indole. Steered molecular dynamics simulations were performed to demonstrate the feasibility of indole transport mechanism for protonated systems. Identification of indole transport pathway through AcrB can be very helpful in
understanding the drug efflux mechanism used by the MDR bacteria.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

actively expel drug molecules from inside to outside of the bacterial
cell. Additionally, these efflux proteins could also expel potentially

Multidrug efflux pumps in gram-negative bacteria often associate with

harmful metabolic wastes produced by the bacteria themselves. One

drug resistance that helps to decrease drug accumulation inside the

such example is indole, which is a metabolite produced from trypto-

bacteria. The treatment of bacterial infections, as well as cancer che-

phan amino acid. Since indole is toxic for all cells, Escherichia coli

motherapies, are hampered by the overexpression of efflux pumps,

organisms defend themselves against the toxic action of indole by

which is termed as multidrug resistance systems (MDRS).1,2 MDRS

throwing indole out from the cell using efflux pumps.
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MDRS is composed of AcrB, AcrA, and TolC3-5 in Escherichia coli
as shown in Figure 1A. Protein trimer AcrB spans across the inner and
6

Asp407, Asp408, Lys940, and Thr978, are magnified in the bottomright of the Figure 1B with their corresponding helices.

outer membranes of the cell, TolC is outer membrane channel, and

To our knowledge, the exact transport mechanism of drug mole-

AcrA is an adaptor protein that connects AcrB and TolC.7 Over-

cules, as well as indole, in AcrB is largely unclear. Recently all-atom

expression of the key AcrB component expels drug molecules out of

molecular simulations have been performed to investigate the molec-

the cell by antiport mechanism,3,8-12 during which the proton and

ular mechanisms involved in drug binding and export of AcrB,19-25 but

substrate are transported in opposite directions. AcrB can be

the large-scale conformational changes of AcrB were mostly over-

decomposed into three domains: the trans-membrane (TM) domain

looked, or decoupled from the drug transport due to the expensive

responsible for the proton transfer, the porter domain accounting for

computational cost associated with the all-atom force fields. Lately,

substrate recognition, binding, and extrusion, and the docking domain

Vargiu et al26 have developed a computational protocol based on

13

connected to TolC.

biased all-atom molecular simulations to investigate the important

AcrB trimer consists of three monomers, Monomer I, Monomer II,

roles of the solvent for substrate transport during the binding to

and Monomer III, as shown in Figure 1B. The crystal structure of sym-

extrusion transition. In their method, the conformational change of

metric monomers was first resolved in 2002.14 Later in 2006 and

AcrB during transition was simulated using targeted molecular dynam-

9,15,16

the asymmetric X-ray of AcrB has been captured. Based

ics, while the transport of the substrate (ie, DOX) was studied using

on the symmetric and asymmetric crystal structures of AcrB as well as

steered molecular dynamics (SMD). On the other hand, structure-

their functionalities, three different states: access (A), binding (B), and

based coarse-grained (CG) model has also been implemented to study

extrusion (E) and a functional rotation mechanism have been pro-

the dynamics of AcrB,27,28 but detailed and important molecular inter-

posed for substrate transport. Each of the AcrB monomers can be

actions were missing because of the coarse-graining. In one of our

divided into four subdomains (PC1, PC2, PN1, and PN2). Top view of

recent works,29 we have successfully implemented a hybrid PACE

these four subdomains of monomer-II is magnified in the top-right of

force field30-36 to study the proton-dependent conformational

the Figure 1B.

changes of AcrB in microsecond simulations, but in absence of any

2007,

Monomers undergo a series of structural changes from access to

substrate.

binding, then extrusion states during substrate transport. Although

In this work, we investigate the conformational changes and the

substrate translocation and the associated protein conformational

associated molecular mechanisms of AcrB in presence of indole using

changes primarily occur in the porter domain, transduction energy of

molecular simulations with PACE (protein in atomistic details coupled

proton comes from the TM domain. From site-directed mutagenesis

with coarse-grained enviornment) force field. We first develop the

studies,17,18 four key residues in the TM domain have been identified

united-atom force field parameters for indole molecule using method-

as crucial components for the transport process. These key residues,

ology similar to a sugar force field in Jewel et al.37 After validation, we

F I G U R E 1 Multidrug resistance system. A, Schematic of the AcrB-AcrA-TolC tripartite efflux system. Arrows indicate the substrate/proton
antiport directions. B, New cartoon representation of the crystal structure of AcrB trimers: Monomer-I (silver color), Monomer-II (blue color), and
Monomer-III (pink color). Each monomer can be decomposed into the transmembrane domain, porter domain, and docking domain. Porter domains are
composed of four subdomains: PC1, PC2, PN1, and PN2 (top view of the monomer-II is magnified at the top-right by a black circle). Indole (IND)
molecule has been shown in vdW representation. Ball and stick representation of the key residues in the trans-membrane domain (region magnified at
the bottom-right by a black circle): Aspartic acid 407 (Asp407), aspartic acid 408 (Asp408), lysine 940 (Lys 940), and threonine 978 (Thr978)
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implement the force field to study the antiport transport process for

coil library. The parameters for water-protein interactions in Equa-

indole. Here, we are particularly interested in the effects of the pro-

tion (2) were optimized by fitting hydration-free energies of 35 small

tonation states of two key titratable residues: Asp407 and Asp408 in

organic molecules. EvdW parameters were obtained on the basis of

the TM domain of monomer II (aka binding monomer) to see large

densities of liquid states and free energies of evaporation of eight

scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB. Our

organic compounds. The polar and charged sites interactions were

results can explain a complete transport of indole from its distal bind-

optimized by fitting the potential mean forces (PMFs) from all-atom

ing pocket (DBP) to the central funnel. We find sequential changes

simulations with the OPLS-AA/L40 force field in explicit water. Details

from binding state to extrusion state with important interactions of

on the model development and parameter optimization can be found

the protein with proton as well as indole. We believe the indole trans-

in References 32 and 34.

port mechanism could be similar to drug transport through AcrB
monomers for multidrug resistance.

2.2
2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

|

|

The indole model

In this work, we have extended the original PACE force field to
include indole molecule in our simulation. We have followed the

2.1

|

PACE protein model

same procedures as mentioned in the PACE to develop parameters
for indole.32-35,37 A similar procedure has been implemented for glu-

PACE is a hybrid force field developed by Han et al30-35 with a

cose force field in our previous work.37 Briefly, indole molecule

united-atom-based model (each heavy atom represents one site) for

adopts the united-atom force field in which the hydrogen and the

proteins coupled with the coarse-grained MARTINI38,39 water and

attached heavy atoms are combined to form one site. However, a

lipid model (four heavy atoms represent one site). In protein models,

hydrogen attached to nitrogen atom has been explicitly represented

each heavy atom with the attached hydrogen atoms is generally

following the same procedures as the tryptophan molecule in the

modeled with one site, but the hydrogens on backbone and side chain

original PACE protein model. The bonded interactions parameters

amide groups are also explicitly expressed for better accounting of H-

were obtained using the simplified Boltzmann inversion method.41

bonding. Both bonded and nonbonded interactions are included in

We have developed the indole-water interactions from the

PACE and the total energy of the system can be expressed as:

hydration-free energy (HFE) calculations. In a water box of
30 × 30 × 30 Å3, an indole molecule was added both in coarse-

E = Ebond + Eangle + Edihedral + Eimproper + Eφ,ψ,χ 1 + EW-W + EW-P + EvdW + Epolar :

grained and all-atom simulations to calculate HFE. The value for all-

ð1Þ

atom indole was calculated 6.7 kcal/mol using free energy perturbation methodology.42 By changing the indole-water interaction

The first four terms account for bonded interactions mediated by

parameters as well as by recalculating HFE for united-atom indole

covalent bonds and the last four terms take care of the nonbonded

we have adjusted the HFE to 6.4 kcal/mol, which is close to all-

interactions including water-water interactions (EW − W), water-

atom simulation value. By taking the identical simulation box, C-C

protein interactions (EW − P), interactions between nonpolar protein

parameters as well as N-N atom parameters of united-atom indole

sites (EvdW), and interactions between polar sites (Epolar). Eφ,ψ,χ 1 is for

have been determined using PMF matching technique from all-atom

interactions between rotamers of the backbone (ϕ and ψ) and the side

simulations. Finally, for indole protein interactions, Lorentz-

chains (χ 1). The Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential is used for nonbonded

Berthelot rules have been applied.
Validation of united-atom indole force field has been performed

interactions:

Eij =

X
i6¼j

4εij

!
δ12
δ6ij
ij
−
:
r ij 12 rij 6

in two consecutive steps. First, we have compared the binding proð2Þ

cess of indole molecule to the binding pocket of AcrB for both allatom and united-atom model. Figure 2A shows the all-atom model of
the indole molecule with the ball and stick representation. Indole
binding site, as well as important amino acids, are also shown. After

Here, εij represents the interparticle binding energy and δij is the

placing indole away from the binding site, we have performed all-atom

van der Waals radius. The distance between particles i and j is den-

as well as CG simulations only taking porter domain portion of mono-

oted by rij. For bonded interactions in Equation (1), the equilibrium

mer II in a periodic box 48 × 48 × 48 Å3 with water molecules.

bond length and angle values were taken from the optimized geome-

Figure 2B shows the distances between indole and the binding site

tries by quantum mechanics (QM) calculation. The dihedral parame-

(center of mass of four amino acids: phenylalanine 136 [Phe136],

ters were obtained by fitting QM dihedral potential profiles of small

Phe178, Phe615, and Phe617) with respect to time. As shown, we

molecules. Improper terms were used to maintain the planarity or chi-

have achieved almost the same binding dynamics between all-atom

rality of groups. The interaction parameters for Eφ,ψ,χ 1 were obtained

(red line) and united-atom (green line) indole. Next, we have compared

through iterative equilibrium simulations against side chain rotamer

the binding energy between indole with indole binding protein (PDB

distributions and rotamer-dependent backbone conformations from a

ID: 3SNM) using PMF calculations. Figure 2C shows our simulation
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F I G U R E 2 Validation of coarsegrained indole force field. A, All-atom
model of indole molecule has been shown
in ball and stick representation; binding
site with important amino acids are also
shown. B, Distances between indole
center of mass and center of 4 amino
acids shown in Figure 2A. All-atom indole
binds to binding site very quickly (within
~1 ns) and stays close to the binding site
as presented with a red line. United-atom
indole (green line) shows similar dynamics
as all-atom simulation. C, All-atom
simulation model (periodic box of
48 × 48 × 48 Å3) to calculate potential
mean force (PMF); red dots are
representing water molecules. Indole
binding protein (PDB ID: 3SNM) is shown
in new-cartoon representation. D, PMF
profiles for both methods. All-atom PMF,
indicated by red lines, (~1 kcal/mol)
matches fairly well with PACE PMF (green
line). Indole has been constrained to move
unidirectionally while calculating PMF
both in all-atom and PACE simulations
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

system. The PMF profiles are calculated using adaptive biasing force

The lipid bilayer systems were equilibrated using the standard six-

methodology. Indole has been constrained to move unidirectionally

step equilibration process44-47 of gradually turning off the constraints

while calculating PMF in both all-atom and CG simulations. The com-

in 300 ps at a temperature of 300 K. In production simulations, peri-

parison between all-atom PMF (red line) with hybrid PACE PMF

odic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions. The van

(green line) has been presented in Figure 2D. The PMF profiles in gen-

der Waals interactions were calculated using LJ potential with a cutoff

eral agree well between PACE and all-atom models. The binding

of 12 Å. Production simulations were carried out for 2 μs using NPT

energy of the PACE indole matched well (1 kcal/mol) with the all-

(T = 300 K, P = 1 atm) ensembles. As the protein force field is close to

atom model. Some deviations near the binding site are also observed,

the all-atom model, a time-step of 5 fs was chosen. However, the total

PACE model yields one energy minima while the all-atom model

number of atoms is significantly reduced compared with all-atom sim-

shows two. This is due to the coarse-graining in the PACE force field,

ulations due to the use of MARTINI water and lipids. Graphical soft-

such as the MARTINI water model and the united-atom protein/

ware VMD48 has been used for the analysis of atomic distances and

indole model.

taking snapshots.

The new indole force field was implemented with PACE to study

To investigate the large-scale conformational changes in the por-

indole/H+ antiport. All simulations were performed using the modified

ter domain of AcrB induced by indole and the different protonation

version of NAMD 2.10.43 PACE hybrid force field were adopted for

states at TM domain, four model systems have been created. Since,

protein, lipid, water, and ion molecules. The simulation models were

we have added indole in the porter domain of monomer-II, effect of

constructed using CHARMM-GUI44-47 and VMD.48 Figure 3 demon-

protonation in Asp407 and/or Asp408 on monomer II has been inves-

strates our simulation system. As shown, an asymmetric AcrB trimer

tigated in our simulations. Model details are presented in Table 1 for

15

was initially embedded in

all four systems. Both Asp407 and Asp408 were deprotonated in the

a POPE lipid bilayer membrane. The missing parts of AcrB in the origi-

first model, Asp408 is protonated in the second model, Asp407 is pro-

nal crystal structure were modeled from another AcrB crystal struc-

tonated in the third model, and both Asp407 and Asp408 are

ture (PDB ID: 2J8S).16 The whole system contains around 30 000

deprotonated in the fourth model. Indole was added in model systems

coarse-grained MARTINI waters and 415 lipids after removal of the

1, 2, and 3 at the DBP (ie, similar position of the center of mass of

lipids overlapping with the protein. A small number of chloride ions

DOX in PDB ID 2DHH) of monomer-II. Three independent simula-

was added to neutralize the system.

tions for each model were performed for statistical consistency. As all

in absence of substrates (PDB ID: 2DHH)
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three simulations for each model show similar results, only one of the

export. Based on the crystal structures of AcrB, in each monomer two

simulation results are presented in the following sections for clarity.

important binding pockets: proximal and DBPs have been identified.49,50 The proximal binding pocket is connected with several possible entrance channels including vestibule channel,15 cleft channel,9,16

3

|

and a channel from the central cavity.49 These entrance channels and

RESULTS

proximal binding pockets are responsible for substrate uptake. An exit

3.1 | Large-scale conformation changes in the
porter domain

channel on the top of the porter domain is responsible for substrate
export. In this section, we will focus on the large-scale structural
changes in the porter domain of AcrB. We will monitor the conforma-

It has been proposed that the local conformational changes in the TM

tional changes both at the cleft entrance channel (a preferred pathway

domain caused by the proton translocation can lead to the large-scale

for larger substrates) and at the exit channel.

global movements in the porter domain. These global conformational
changes are eventually responsible for the opening as well as the clos-

3.2

ing of the substrate transport channels to accommodate the substrate

|

Cleft entrance channel

As shown in Figure 4A, we monitor the changes in the cleft entrance
by measuring the center of mass distance between Thr676 and
Phe563. Phe563 is located at the TM domain with negligible global
movement throughout our simulations. The Thr676 adopts different
orientations to control the intake of substrates underneath of
Phe617-loop. The distance between residues Phe563 and Thr676 for
all simulated systems are monitored and presented with respect to
time in Figure 4B. For model system 1, it has been observed that drug
entry gate does not show any conformational changes (very small
changes). However, for model system 2, entry gate closes as Thr676
moves toward Phe617-loop. The model system 3 shows similar
behavior like the model system 2 as the Thr676 goes toward the
Phe617-loop. Similar to model system 1, no conformational changes
(or minimal conformational changes) has been observed in case of
model system 4 in which no indole or proton has been added to the
system.

3.3

|

Exit channel

The exit gate is formed by residues glutamine 124 (Gln124) and tyrosine 758 (Tyr758) to control the passage or blockage of the substrate
F I G U R E 3 Our coarse-grained simulation model contains
50 000 atoms with dimensions of 140 × 140 × 160 Å3. Protein is
placed near the center of the water-filled box. Gray colors are used
for presenting lipid molecules with licorice representation. Cyan dots
are presenting MARTINI waters (30 000) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

T A B L E 1 List of the model systems
used for molecular simulation

Model system
1

molecules.16 Therefore to monitor the changes of the exit channel,
we measured the center of mass distances between Gln124 and
Tyr758 (see Figure 5A) in our simulations. Figure 5B shows the time
evolution of the Gln124-Tyr758 distances. For model system 1, it has
been observed that exit gate opens as Tyr758 loop moves away from

Indole
Yes

Monomer I

Monomer II

−

−

−

−

D407 /D408

2

Yes

D407 /D408

3

Yes

D407−/D408−

4

No

−

D407 /D408

−

Monomer III

−

−

D407−/D408−

−

H

D407−/D408−

D407H/D408−

D407−/D408−

D407 /D408
D407 /D408
−

D407 /D408

−

D407−/D408−

Note: In all four models, the residues Asp407 and Asp408 in trans-membrane domain are kept
deprotonated in monomer I and monomer III. For system 2, the Asp408 of monomer II is protonated,
while for system 3 the Asp407 of monomer II is protonated. Indole molecule has been placed in
monomer II for the first three systems.
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F I G U R E 4 Conformational changes at
the entry gate for all systems. A,
Phe617-loop resides between proximal
and distal binding pocket. Conformations
of residue Thr676 are monomer specific,
and it has been measured here by taking
phenylalanine 563 (Phe563) residue as a
reference. B, Distances between residues
Phe563 and Thr676 are plotted with
respect to time. In the model systems
1 and 4, the entry gate (distances
between Thr676 and Phe617 loop)
remains unchanged while for the model
systems 2 and 3, the entry gate closes
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F I G U R E 5 Conformational changes at
the exit gate for all systems. A, Residue
Gln124 and Tyr758 control the substrate
extrusion by a close/open motion of the
gate. B, Distances between residues
Gln124 and Tyr758 are plotted with
respect to time. In model systems 1, 2,
and 3 (with indole), the exist gate opens
for substrate extrusion, while no changes
are observed for model system
4 (no indole and protonation) [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

residue Gln124. Similar conformational changes have been observed
for model systems 2 and 3 in which exit gate also opens. However, no
conformational changes (or minimal conformational changes) has been
observed in case of model system 4 in which no indole/proton has
been added to the system. The opening/closure of the exit gate is also
confirmed by the following pore radius measurements.

3.4

|

Pore radius change

To further investigate the conformational transition of the systems,
we measured cavity radius of channels 1 and 2 for each monomer as
shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the pore radius profile for all four
systems presented in Table 1. The pore radius profile for each model
system is calculated using CAVER 2.051 by averaging over 100 frames
of the last 100 ns simulation data and over three independent simulations (we do not show the statistical error bars in Figure 7 for clarity
purpose, however, the information regarding the error bars can be
found in Figures S1 and S2). For comparison, the pore radius profiles
are also presented for crystal structure (dashed lines) of each
monomer.
For model system 2, the pore radius profile is very similar to that
of crystal structure in monomer I for both channels 1 and 2, suggesting

F I G U R E 6 Schematic of the substrate (indole) transport pathway
inside AcrB monomer. The pathway starts with the cleft entrance and
ends at the exit gate. Channel 1 consists of cleft entrance and
proximal binding pocket, while the channel 2 consists of exit gate and
distal binding pocket. The relative location of important residues such
as Phe676 (F676), Serine 134 (S134), and Glutamine 124 (Q124) are
shown along the channel [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F I G U R E 7 Pore radius profiles. The pore radius profiles calculated by CAVER 2.06 for channel 1 (A-C) and channel 2 (D-F) of all three
monomers for four models considered here. Solid lines present the averages from 100 frames of the last 100 ns simulations and three
independent realizations. The pore radius profiles from the original crystal structure (PDB ID: 2DHH) are also included as black dash lines for
comparison [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

that the monomer I remains in access state. The pore radius profile for

Similar to model systems 2 and 3, substrate is present in the bind-

monomer III is similar to monomer I, indicating a transition from extru-

ing pocket of monomer II for model system 1, but none of the aspartic

sion state to access state after 2 μs. On the other hand, for monomer

acid is protonated in any monomers. For this nonprotonated case,

II, the pore radius measurements clearly demonstrate the closing at

both entrance and exit gate stay open for monomer II, and does not

the entrance region and opening at the exit region. This strong evi-

follow any known conformation. However, pore radius data of mono-

dence suggests that the monomer II is transitioning from native bind-

mer I and III closely mimic the native crystal state of monomer I, indi-

ing state to extrusion state. In summary, upon protonation of Asp408

cating transition to access state. In the absence of any substrate

in transmembrane domain of monomer II, AcrB can facilitates sub-

and/or protonation (model system 4), all three monomers approach

strate (indole) transport through monomer II, while monomer I and III

the native crystal structure of monomer I in both channels 1 and 2. In

are ready for substrate intake.

other words, in the absence of the substrate, all three monomers tran-

Like model system 2, the entrance gate opens and exit gate closes
for monomer I in model system 3. Moreover, the pore radius profile in

sition to access state. Table 2 summarizes the conformational change
results from our molecular simulation.

monomer I does not change significantly in channel 1, but minor deviation is observed in channel 2 close to the DBP. However, the overall
trend follows the native crystal structure of monomer I, implying that

3.5

|

Indole transport

monomer I will remain in the access state. For monomer II, the pore
radius profile is similar to system 2 suggesting that monomer

To monitor the indole movement, we have measured indole positions

2 changes from the binding state to extrusion state. On the other

with respect to residue Phe563 as shown in Figure 8A. We have

hand, for monomer III, the entrance gate opens and exit gate closes

started our indole simulations (ie, model systems 1, 2 and 3) from the

for system 3. Moreover, the radius profile is very similar to native

position indicated as 1. In model systems 2 and 3, indole moves close

crystal structure of monomer I, suggesting transition to access state

to residue Phe563 at 1.5 μs, and the position is indicated by 2. Dis-

for monomer III.

tances between residue Phe563 and indole center have been plotted
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Model system

Indole

Monomer I

Monomer II

Monomer III

1

Yes

A to A

Unclear transition

E to A

2

Yes

A to A

B to E

E to A

3

Yes

A to A

B to E

E to A

4

No

A to A

B to A

E to A

T A B L E 2 Conformational change of
the considered systems for all three
monomers

F I G U R E 8 Indole equilibration. A, Initial position of indole (presented in licorice representation) at the binding pocket as indicated by 1; stable
residues Phe563 and Gln124 are presented in vdW representation; Phe617-loop is presented in New Cartoon representation. At the end of the
simulation (~2 μs), indole moved to new position near to residue Phe563 as indicated by 2 observed in model systems 2 and 3. B, Distances
between residues 563 and indole are plotted with respect to time; positions 1 and 2 are also indicated [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 9 Steered MD simulations of indole transport. A, Additional pulling force has been applied starting from indole equilibrium position
toward the exit gate (Gln124 and Tyr758 [not shown]). B, Profiles of the pulling force along the indole pathway. C, Important lining residues along
the indole pathway presented in a ball and stick representation. Indoles (presented in licorice representation) are imposed throughout the
transport pathway of the porter domain of monomer-II [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

in Figure 8B with respect to time. For model system 1, indole moves

toward the exit gate (residues Gln124 and Tyr758) to facilitate the

slightly towards residue 563 and becomes stabilized. The porter

movement of indole. Using SMD simulations, we have forced indole

domain of monomer II displayed different conformations for model

to move with a constant velocity 0.0005 Å/ts (spring constant

systems 2 and 3, where indole moved much closer to residue

k = 5 kcal/mol/Å) as shown in Figure 9A. Figure 9B shows the magni-

563 compared to model system 1. However, regardless of the proton-

tude of the pulling force (Fpull) as a function of the indole displacement

ation states of 407 and 408, indole obtained stable positions near the

(drel) relative to its initial position in DBP. For comparison purpose, we

binding site for all three systems after 2 μs.

also performed SMD simulations by pulling the indole out of AcrB

To explore the indole transport, after the equilibrium simulations

with initial crystal structure (PDB ID: 2DHH) mimicking a binding state

for model system 3, we have applied a pulling force to indole molecule

when the exit gate is closed. As shown, when the exit gate is open
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F I G U R E 1 0 Hydration of the transport channel for model system 3 (407H). A, Water distribution maps along the transport channel from DP
(Phe617) to exit gate (Tyr758 and Gln124) at the initial (Binding) state (left) and the final (Extrusion) state (right). The water molecules are shown
in light blue spheres. B, The number of MARTINI water beads along the transport channel. The data are averaged over 100 frames during the
initial and last 100 ns simulations and over three independent realizations [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 1 1 Helical movements in the
trans-membrane (TM) domain for model
system 3 (407H). (A) Comparison of the
key helices in TM domain between initial
(Binding: Cyan) state and final (Extrusion:
Red) state. Time evolution of the
(B) center of mass distance between TM8
and TM10, and (C) center of mass vertical
z-coordinate TM2. The statistical error
bars are calculated based on three
independent realizations [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(Extrusion state), the pulling force profile is relatively smooth and no

The hydration of the transport channel plays key roles in medi-

large forces are observed. However, when the exit gate is closed


(Binding state), a clear peak force of  8 kcal= mol  Å is required for

ating the indole-protein interactions and indole transport.26 As

the indole to overcome bottleneck around the exit gate. The results

continuous water distribution when the exit gate is open (Extrusion

demonstrate the importance of the conformational transition, that is,

state). However, at the initial binding state when the gate is closed,

from Binding to Extrusion for model system 3, in facilitating the indole

the water distribution is discontinuous at the exit gate. This is also

transport. Moreover, the indole pathway, as well as important resi-

clearly reflected in Figure 10B when we calculate the number of

dues (ie, residue Val672, Gly179, Ser135, Lys292, Ser132, Ser46,

water along the channel coordinate. The continuous water distribu-

Gln176, Ser128, Glu130, Ser180, Val129, Ser48, and Gln120) have

tion, that is, hydration of indole and AcrB internal surface, effec-

been identified and illustrated in Figure 9C with ball and stick

tively screen the indole-AcrB interactions and promote the indole

representations.

transport.

shown in Figure 10A for model system 3, we observe a smooth and
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gram-negative bacteria is needed for survival. Using hybrid coarsegrained simulations, we have observed indole and proton-dependent

We have monitored the conformational changes at entry and exit gates

conformational changes of AcrB, which can explain a complete trans-

of the porter domain for monomer II to quantify indole-dependent

port of indole from its DBP to the central funnel. We have identified

changes. For model system 1 and model system 4, Phe676 loop does

that only the presence of indole and protonation at 408 or 407 resi-

not move toward Phe617-loop, indicating open conformation of the

dues facilitate conformational changes from binding state to extrusion

drug entry gate. We have monitored the closure of entry gate similar to

state for the host monomer. We also observed that, without indole or

extrusion state structure for model systems 2 and 3 as shown in

protonation, AcrB monomer will tend to stay at the access-state. It

Figure 4. Additionally, for model systems 1, 2, and 3, exit gate (distance

has been found that the functional rotation mechanism can be

between residue Gln124 and residue Tyr758) was found to open like

disrupted, if the access to substrate is blocked in any monomer. Ste-

the extrusion state structure. No changes have been observed in the

ered molecular dynamics simulations and hydration analysis of the

exit gate for the model system 4 as shown in Figure 5.

transport channel clarified the possible indole transport mechanism as

Our results also demonstrate that Indole is only able to change its

well as the pathway. We have shown important residues involved in

host monomer (monomer II in our case) with protonation, as shown in

indole transport. We believe drugs, as well as other macromolecules,

model systems 2 and 3, from binding state to extrusion state. Thus,

may follow a similar pathway for being transported through AcrB.

the fully functional rotating mechanism ceases to exist if only one of
three monomers host the substrate. It has been found that in the
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moved closer to TM10 leading to a more compact state in the associated repeat. Here, we also examine the helices movements in TM
domain from our simulation results. As shown in Figure 11, we focus
on the model system 3, in which the Asp407 is protonated and as a
result, the monomer II has been transitioned from binding to extrusion
state after 2 μs simulation. Figure 11A shows the comparison
between the initial binding state to the final extrusion state for several
key helices. We do observe global movements during the transition.
To quantify the movements, we calculate the center of mass distance
between TM8 and TM10 (Figure 11B), and the vertical coordinate of
the center of mass for TM2 (Figure 11C) as a function of time. As
clearly shown, the TM8 moves closer to TM10, and TM2 moves
upward within 500 ns. Our simulation results for helices movement in
TM domain are consistent with the analysis from crystal structures.52
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C O N CL U S I O N S

In this work, we have investigated the substrate transport mechanism
of AcrB protein complex. Indole has been chosen as it is a
metabolic waste of bacteria and its extrusion through AcrB protein of
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